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The Fine Arts Academy of Finland Foundation was established in 1939 and took over from the
Finnish Art Society the responsibility for running the two museums, the Ateneum Art Museum
and the Sinebrychoff Art Museum. The Exhibition and Education Department was founded in
the 1950s. This Department organised national touring exhibitions and took care of archiving,
publishing and research operations. The touring exhibitions were organised to enable people
across Finland to see high quality art.
The first exhibition started its tour in 1950 and the last one in 1990. During these years
85 exhibitions went on display. They ranged from paintings, sculptures and graphic arts, and
covered old classics as well as contemporary art. In 1990 the Fine Arts Academy of Finland was
placed under government administration as the Finnish National Gallery. In the new organisation
the Exhibition and Education Department no longer existed. The touring exhibitions programme
ended, and the Central Art Archives was to take care of the archive collections. In 2014 the
Finnish National Gallery was reorganised into the public foundation that exists today.
The aim of this article is to map out the objectives that were set for the touring
exhibitions of the Fine Arts Academy of Finland and to assess the means with which the
objectives were reached and how well they performed. The article is based on my Master’s
thesis that gives an overview how the effectiveness of the touring exhibitions can be
evaluated.1 At present the Finnish National Gallery aims to invest in the effectiveness of the
exhibition and research activities, as well as extending its national and international networks.
Developing and expanding touring exhibitions operations is part of that. My goal is to provide
information about the important elements of the touring exhibitions of the Fine Arts Academy
in order to provide background information for the touring exhibitions of today.
The very first touring exhibition took place in the era of the Finnish Art Society, in
1895.2 The first touring exhibition organised by the Academy was ‘Edelfeltistä Salliseen −
Suomen taiteen mestariteoksia’ (‘From Edelfelt to Sallinen − The Masterpieces of Finnish Art’)
in 1950−1951.3 The objective of this first exhibition was to awaken public interest in the visual
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The first touring exhibition organised by the Fine Arts Academy of Finland,
‘From Edelfelt to Sallinen – The Masterpieces of Finnish Art’, here shown mounted in Kajaani in 1951.
Photographer: M. Hynninen. Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery

arts and to support the operations of art associations all over the country. The exhibition
received much attention in all the places where it went on display and was welcomed with
gratitude and appreciation.4
The experiences from the first touring exhibition were very positive, so new exhibitions
were planned. The staff at the Ateneum Art Museum were in charge of the operation at this
point, but it soon began to be too much work. Establishing a separate department for the
touring exhibitions became necessary.5 In 1956, an Information Department was therefore
set up. The name was changed to the Exhibition and Education Department in 1973. The
field of operation was already vast during the first years of operation. The department was
to spread knowledge in art, start an organised touring exhibitions programme, archive press
cuttings, collect pictures and films about art, lend slides, network with art associations, give
presentations and open exhibitions. During the next decades the department continued with
these operations and developed them.6
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In 1970, the Information Department continued to renew and expand. The number
of touring exhibitions increased by 30 per cent and the number of visitors doubled on the
previous year. A new concept of exhibitions had an effect on this growth: they were planned
clearly around a certain theme and an informative catalogue accompanied each exhibition.7
The Information Department paid special attention to the exhibition catalogues, because they
were an essential part of the exhibition and the publication provided a record of the exhibition
after it was over.8
The artworks for the touring exhibitions came from the collections of the Fine Arts
Academy of Finland as well as loans from other museums or private collections. For example,
in the exhibition ‘Puupiirros Suomen taiteessa’ (‘The Woodcut in Finnish Art’) there were 128
works on display, of which 33 were loans.9 A single exhibition was on tour for approximately
two years and remained on display on average for four weeks in each location. For example,
the exhibition ‘Louis Sparren Suomea’ (‘Louis Sparre’s Finland’), which started its tour in 1980,
took in 30 locations in Finland within 32 months, with a total of 27,223 visitors. The exhibition
‘Ilya Repin 1844−1930’ (1981) toured 23 venues within 33 months and amassed 45,228
visitors. The exhibition ‘Kaskisavun kansaa’ (‘The People of the Burn-clearing Smoke’, 1985)
was shown in 22 locations over 25 months and its total number of visitors was 61,487.10 As
shown by these examples, the exhibitions were touring widely across Finland and were seen
by thousands of visitors. A list of the exhibitions of the 1980s is shown in Appendix 1. A list of
all 85 exhibitions can be found in Suomen taideakatemia 50 vuotta (Fifty years of The Fine Arts
Academy of Finland).11

Source material
When I started to plan my thesis I first thought of focusing on just one decade, the 1980s,
because that was the well-established period of the Academy’s touring exhibitions. In the
course of my research I was wondering how to find information from previous touring
exhibitions that would be useful today. I was thinking about the purpose and the impacts of
the exhibitions and decided to highlight the effectiveness of the exhibitions instead of focusing
on a single decade. My source material, however, is focusing on the 1980s.
My main sources are divided into three groups: administrative files, press cuttings and
expert interviews. I collected the archive material and press cuttings from the Finnish National
Gallery Archive collections and the interviews I conducted myself. Each group of sources gives
its own answers to the questions about the effectiveness of the exhibitions. I compared the
information contained in the different source materials in order to get a clear picture of the
whole operation.
The archive materials comprise the physical documents of the touring exhibitions.
Administrative files, such as the annual reports of the Fine Arts Academy of Finland, include
information about the official objectives set for touring exhibitions, about the exhibition
venues, durations of exhibitions in each place and the numbers of visitors. The exhibition
catalogues tell us what the exhibitions were like and what was written about them for
the public. Press cuttings provide information, for example, about how the exhibitions
were received.
The expert interviews are an important part of my source material, because they give
a professional insider view of the touring exhibitions and also valuable additional information
besides the official documents. They include interviews with people who have been involved
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in planning, organising and making the touring exhibitions in the 1980s. Four of them had
been working in the Exhibition and Education Department: Leena Ahtola-Moorhouse,
Timo Keinänen, Riitta Konttinen and Soili Sinisalo. I have also interviewed five people from
museums that took part in hosting the touring exhibitions: Anneli Ilmonen from Tampere Art
Museum, Ritva Kava from the Emil Cedercreutz Museum (Harjavalta), Taina Lammassaari from
Hämeenlinna Art Museum, Ulla Pennanen from Joensuu Art Museum and Päivi Viherluoto
from Hämeenlinna Art Museum.
I have analysed the source material by using a content analysing method. I have
classified the information into themes, such as co-operation and the challenges of the
exhibitions, to get a general view of themes that frequently came up in connection with the
exhibitions as well as those that were mentioned less often. My analysis is based on the
theoretical framework of effectiveness theories.

Effectiveness and its evaluation
The research on effectiveness and its evaluation is a versatile field of study and the method of
evaluating effectiveness should be defined according to the subject and the objective of the
task at hand. There are many ways to evaluate effectiveness depending on the accuracy of the
desired results and the purpose of the evaluation.
It has to be taken into account that the terminology of effectiveness is not established
and different sources use different definitions for the same concepts. The evaluation
of effects is about showing a change in specific operations so that the starting point is
compared with the results at the end. The evaluation of effectiveness means considering the
effects in a wider scale and in longer perspective. The evaluation should indicate how this
particular operation has had an influence on the results and effects. Evaluating effectiveness
is to define the changes, reasons and effects of an operation.12 Evaluating effectiveness has
to have practical relevance, as the results need to be meaningful for future operations. The
information that comes from the evaluation of effectiveness needs to prompt changes or
improvements to future operations.13
In my research I have used the effectiveness theory of impact value chain method.
The principle of this method is to study the whole process of making effects in order to
evaluate effectiveness. The effectiveness itself consists of the relation of the objectives,
their results and assessment of this whole process.14 In order to evaluate effectiveness, the
objectives and operations should be clear and the results measurable. Another requirement
for evaluating effectiveness is to use the chain objectives–means–results and to have a clear
understanding of each of these steps.15 Effectiveness can be divided into three dimensions,
societal effectiveness, economic effectiveness and cultural effectiveness. Effectiveness
is about achieving objectives and satisfying needs. Effects can be positive or negative,
foreseen or not foreseen. Evaluating effectiveness should not be about measuring random
effects as it should be based on the objectives set for the organisation.16 I am viewing the
concept of effectiveness in relation to cultural effectiveness and operational effectiveness,
focusing on the objectives of the operations, the means to reach the objectives and finally
observing the results of the operations.
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I have described the effects of the touring exhibitions of the Fine Arts Academy of
Finland in Figure 1. The touring exhibition programme has had effects on various groups in
different ways. I have first defined the groups of people on whom the touring exhibitions
had an effect. These groups are the audiences, recipient museums, sending museums and
museum professionals. Setting the objectives varies, depending on which group it concerns.
Also, the effects vary depending on the target group. The objective set for the audiences,
for example, would be to enable them to see high quality art and the effect of that would be
new experiences and knowledge. For the hosting museums the objective would be to have
the opportunity to display high quality art and the effect would be increasing the number
of visitors. To the museum that is sending the exhibition the objective would be to have an
opportunity to make art widely well known and the effect would be to have a wider audience
for the exhibitions. For the museum professionals the objective would be learning and
co-operation and the effect of that would be improved professional skills.

Touring exhibitions

Figure 1: The effects of the touring exhibitions programme.17
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The objectives of the touring exhibitions
The objectives for the touring exhibitions were first set out in the annual report of the Fine
Arts Academy of Finland in 1951. This stated that their purpose was to improve the taste
of the big audiences in the countryside by showing them real, full and precious art.18 Press
releases from the Exhibition and Education Department in the 1980s stated that the aim of
the touring exhibitions was to explain as clearly as possible the essence of Finnish art.19 They
were offering as wide an audience as possible an opportunity to see original art, providing
more academic information about Finnish art history, and analysing visual arts by extensive
reviews and assessments of art history.20
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In the expert interviews the objectives were defined similarly or in more detail than in
the official documents. According to one interviewee the objective was to have exhibitions of
high quality outside Helsinki,21 and the other said that it was to inform and make Finnish art
known as widely as possible, to awaken people in the regions with really high class Finnish
art.22 The whole nation should understand the building materials of the Finnish identity in
visual arts,23 and attention had to be paid to the fact that there was wonderful art in Finland
and what it gave to people. The objective was to get people to see art, in other words, art was
to be spread.24 The difference between the official documents and the interviews was that the
point of view in the interviews was to spread art and knowledge and not to educate or teach
people in the way that this was highlighted in the annual reports.

Means to reach the objectives
Choosing the themes for an exhibition plays an important role when a wide audience is
sought. There were many aspects mentioned in the interviews about how the themes
of the touring exhibitions were chosen. Versatility was an important aspect. There were
fairly equal shares of sculpture, paintings and prints in the exhibitions in the 1980s. Also
the perspective and neighbouring countries were taken into account, such as with the
exhibitions ‘Ilya Repin 1844−1930’ and ‘Taiteilijattaria’ (‘Women Painters’). Some of the
exhibitions, for example ‘Kokeileva 60-luku’ (‘Experimental 60s’), were a part of a series,
which had been started earlier.25
An aspect of interest was also a part of the process of choosing the exhibition themes:
what was the kind of topic that would attract people at that moment? Current topics
were also taken into account. For example, the idea for the exhibition ‘Ekspressionisteja
1940-luvulta’ (‘Expressionists in the 1940s’) came from a strong expressionist phase in the
contemporary art scene. An artist’s anniversary could be the reason for making an exhibition,
like the exhibitions of Alexander Lauréus and Gustaf Wilhelm Finnberg, who both had
exhibitions to celebrate their 200th anniversary. The expertise and the interests of the staff of
the Exhibition and Education Department had an influence on the ideas and choice of topics,
too.26 There was an ambitious idea to find themes that would tell visitors something about
Finnish art history and also to show something new and not previously familiar.27
The hosting museums attracted people from their own regions to visit the touring
exhibitions and at the same time to get to know their own collections by choosing convenient
exhibitions. They chose exhibitions to complement the museums’ own collections but
conversely some also chose exhibitions with the kinds of artworks that were not included in
their own collections.28 The newspaper Karjalainen noted that the exhibition ‘Ekspressionisteja
1940-luvulta’ (‘Expressionists in the 1940s’) was particularly significant for the Joensuu area,
because Joensuu Art Museum had only a few artworks from that period and the exhibition
filled a gap in the local art selection.29 The theme of the exhibition was in some cases taken
into account also in the museum’s own collection exhibition. If a suitable touring exhibition
was on display in the museum, artworks by the featured artist or from the same period would
be displayed in the collection exhibition.30
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In the interviews the exhibition catalogues were mentioned as an important part of
the touring exhibitions. These were high quality publications and at that time, in the 1980s,
it was not usual for a small art museum to produce a publication for an exhibition.31 The
aim in making the catalogues was to give both new and key information. The text would be
written in a style that was somewhere between academic writing and writing in magazines:
easy to read, interesting, bringing new information, but not too dense. For example, the
exhibition ‘Kokeileva 60-luku’ (‘Experimental 60s’) was important, because basic research
on Finnish art in the 1960s was made for it, and the exhibition ‘Taiteilijattaria’ (‘Women
Painters’) was very important for the field of women’s studies.32

Results − how well were the objectives reached
The source material includes mainly positive feedback about organising the touring
exhibitions, the contents of the exhibitions and the co-operation with the Exhibition and
Education Department. The number of visitors, and the amount of media interest, were seen
as indicators of a successful exhibition.
The current topics of the exhibitions, as well as the presentations and introductions
held by professionals, always attracted a lot of visitors. In addition to that, the dates during
which the exhibitions were offered were flexible and co-operation with the Exhibition and
Education Department was straightforward.33 The touring exhibitions were extremely well
prepared with top-rate content and catalogues. The artworks were conserved, well packed
and the attached information included e.g. instructions for how to put them on display.34
The exhibitions were very important for the image of the hosting museums because of their
high quality. Over time, people became accustomed to their high standard and they were
very popular. There was a great demand for the exhibitions among the museums in Finland.
The flexible dates for display time were helping the hosting museums to put the exhibitions
in their programmes.35 Respected art professionals such as Soili Sinisalo or Aune Jääskinen
came to give the opening speeches and this was seen as a sign of appreciation for the regional
museums. They always had a thankful audience listening to them.36
The events around the exhibitions were seen as an important part of the whole
operation, and they had a positive influence on visitor numbers. Interest in introductions and
presentations for the public and press conferences increased,37 as well as the demand for
more information.38 In the 1980s there was actually a demand for even more events and for
more information about the contents of the touring exhibitions.39 These comments show that
both in the field and in the official documents, the openings of the exhibitions, presentations
and other events, and learning about the subject from the catalogues all played an important
role in the exhibition visit besides experiencing the art itself. These were important
components of an exhibition.
In press cuttings it was said, for example, that the touring exhibitions deserved to
be credited, the exhibitions were making art known and they were spreading excellently
to different parts of the country.40 They were seen as an important attempt to understand
Finnish art history and bring it alive for the public.41 In contributing to regional equality their
influence has been considerable. The exhibitions were organised thoroughly and around
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The exhibition of the Fine Arts Academy of Finland, ‘Experimental 60s’, toured Finland in 1980–81.
The picture, from an article about the exhibition and its mounting at Hämeenlinna Art Museum
in Hämeen Sanomat 10 December 1980, shows the curators, Soili Sinisalo and Leena AhtolaMoorhouse, from the Exhibition and Education Department of the Academy, at the exhibition.
Press cutting collection. Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery.
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Ainur Nasretdin

specific themes, thus offering a chance to get to know high quality art. The large number of
visitors was a sign of the significance of the exhibitions.42 The touring exhibitions have made
the work of Finnish painters, graphic artists and sculptors well known, showing also artworks
from private collections as well as works that were usually in storage in various museums.
Thus the public had a chance to get to know previously unknown artworks, which has had
a positive influence in valuation and even in the art market. In addition to the actual works,
the research carried out for these shows expanded the scope of Finnish art history research.43
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One positive effect of the touring exhibitions that was not included in the official
objectives of the operation, was the high degree of co-operation between museum
professionals. The interviews show that there was professional support and learning
involved in them.
For those who came to the museum profession in the 1980s, the touring exhibitions
had a certain influence on their personal professional growth. For a young, newly graduated
museum professional the best way to enter the museum field was to have contacts with
more experienced colleagues who were making the exhibitions and to get help from them.44
They were a way to get to know colleagues from art museums, as well as the experts of
the Exhibition and Education Department. The latter came to open the exhibitions and
then there was a chance to meet them and for young curators in the museum field to learn
professionally.45 The touring exhibitions also had a professionally strengthening influence on
the operations of the hosting museums and on the field of art museum work in general, as
they supported the idea of making their own art historical exhibitions and publications with
academic writing.46
Being a part of the touring exhibitions operation improved the professional
knowledge within the Exhibition and Education Department, too. For a newly graduated
museum professional, participating in making touring exhibitions meant they learned a lot
about the contents as well as about making exhibitions. It provided a good understanding
of what museum work was about.47 Travelling to different places with the exhibitions
could also be considered as field trips, because it was possible to get to know interesting
collections in other art museums.48

Limited loan periods of the artworks as a challenge
There were some challenges in organising touring exhibitions, too. The amount of work
required to mount them was great. The research took time, as well as planning the exhibition
and the touring and the practical issues such as planning transport, drawing up the contracts
and communication with the hosting museums. The exhibition openings and the various
presentations were also tasked to the curators who toured the exhibitions. This was all in all a
positive thing and made the work interesting, but at the same time travelling took time away
from important research work needed in Helsinki.49
In many cases it was difficult to get the desired artworks on loan, and a great challenge
was the often limited display time. Some works were not allowed to tour at all due to their
poor condition, and in some cases the touring time was to be as short as possible. For private
collectors, a tour of two years was a long time to be without their artwork. Many good ideas
foundered on the lending museums not wishing to lend their important artworks for more
than a year, when in many cases the tours would have lasted for two years.50 Negotiations for
obtaining artworks from private collections were often very hard. In many cases the owners
agreed to lend their artworks for display in Helsinki but they would not allow them to be sent
away for a two-year tour.51
The limited loan periods had an influence on the regional equality of the exhibitions.
For example, the exhibition ‘Arvid Liljelund ja arjen onni’ (‘Arvid Liljelund and the Happiness
of Everyday Life’) toured 17 locations, but the full exhibition with all of the artworks was on
display only in three places – Helsinki, Turku and Tampere. Many owners reclaimed their
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works before the exhibition continued to tour in the smaller towns, because the whole tour
would have been too long for their artworks to travel. The exhibition was therefore not the
same for all visitors and this decreased the regional equality.52

Conclusions
By analysing the source material I have mapped out the objectives of the operation, the
means to reach the objectives and the results of the touring exhibitions. The objective was
to display high quality art for wide audiences. This was ensured by displaying the exhibitions
all over Finland in numerous places. The exhibitions had to be attractive for the hosting
museums in order for them to be included in their exhibition programmes and thus offer as
many people as possible the chance to visit them. To make an attractive exhibition required
high quality exhibits, which was achieved by displaying top rate artworks and undertaking
high quality research. In addition to that, versatile and interesting exhibitions with current
topics were important factors in attracting people. Different events related to them, such as
presentations and opening speeches, were also important for visitors.
According to my research it appears the objectives were achieved well; the touring
exhibitions can be said to have been professionally organised and they were highly
appreciated by the recipient museums. As shown in the archive material, the exhibitions
were on display widely across Finland and the numbers of visitors were high. In addition to
these quantitative, measurable factors, evaluation based on qualitative factors can be made
by analysing the interviews with experts. The museum professionals themselves stated
that the objectives were achieved well, because the exhibitions were of high quality and
attracted high visitor numbers. The interviewees also stated that the research related to the
exhibitions was of high quality.
An important effect of the touring exhibitions was networking and a chance to
interact with other museum professionals. The co-operation between the sending and
hosting museums and their museum professionals was not mentioned in the archive
sources, but in the interviews this was emphasised as a great advantage of the touring
exhibitions. In practice, the co-operation between the museum professionals was personal
and seamless. Learning from your own line of profession was considered a very important
part of the exhibitions.
The future looks bright for touring exhibitions from the Finnish National Gallery and
its museums, both at a national and international level. The Ateneum Art Museum launched
its new touring exhibition programme in 2015, and exhibitions produced by the Ateneum
will be shown in seven different countries in 2017. Also in 2017 artworks from the Ateneum
collections are touring nationally to celebrate the centenary of Finnish independence. The
exhibition ‘The Ateneum Collection on Tour’ is on show in three art museums in Finland – in
Rovaniemi, Oulu and Kuopio – and ‘Classics on Tour’ will show two beloved classics in 11
museums in Finland.
The future of touring exhibitions and the mobility of artworks has two strands.
Seeing original artworks and experiencing them is still strongly appreciated but in the digital
era the chance to experience art anytime and anywhere – beyond the museum walls – is
highly valued. Digitizing artworks and, for example, making online exhibitions is a new way
of responding to this need. The accessibility of the artworks, in one way or another, is a
challenge in the future. Spreading top rated art was, and still is in the core of exhibitions, even
though the world and the operational environment have changed since the time when the
Fine Arts Academy of Finland started organising its touring exhibitions.
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Appendix 1
The Touring Exhibitions of the Fine Arts Academy of Finland in the 1980s

Years
1980−1981
1980−1981
1980−1983
1981−1983
1981−1982
1981−1983
1982−1984
1982−1984
1983−1984
1983−1985
1984−1986
1984−1985
1985−1987
1985−1987
1986−1988
1986−1988
1987−1988
1987−1989
1988−1990
1988−1990

Exhibition
Kokeileva 60-luku (Experimental 60s)
Erik Enrothin maalauksia Sara Hildenin taidesäätiön
kokoelmista (Paintings by Erik Enroth from the Collections of
the Sara Hilden Art Foundation)
Louis Sparren Suomea (Louis Sparre’s Finland)
Taiteilijattaria (Women Painters)
Puupiirros Suomen taiteessa (The Woodcut in Finnish Art)
Ilya Repin 1844−1930
Kuvanveistäjän luona (Visiting a Sculptor)
Collinin kansa (The People of Marcus Collin)
Ekspressionisteja 1940-luvulta (Expressionists in the 1940s)
Alexander Lauréus 1783−1823. 200-vuotismuistonäyttely
(Alexander Lauréus 1783−1823. 200th Anniversary)
Sateenkaaren värit (The Colours of the Rainbow)
Gustaf Wilhelm Finnberg 1784−1833.
200-vuotismuistonäyttely (Gustaf Wilhelm Finnberg
1784−1833. 200th Anniversary)
Kaskisavun kansaa (The People of the Burn-clearing Smoke)
Taidemaalaria tapaamassa (Visiting a Painter)
Grand Prix, kansainvälisissä kilpailuissa palkittua grafiikkaa
(Grand Prix, Internationally Awarded Graphic Arts)
Arvid Liljelund ja arjen onni (Arvid Liljelund and the
Happiness of Everyday life)
Tunne ja ajatus, suomalaista modernismia 1930−1955
(Feeling and Thought, Finnish Modernism 1930−1955)
Aika–väri–tila, uutta suomalaista kuvanveistotaidetta
(Time–Colour–Space, New Finnish Sculpture)
Wäinö Aaltonen väreissä, maalauksia ja piirustuksia
(Wäinö Aaltonen in Colour, Painting and Drawing)
Maalauksen uusi kieli, suomalaista modernismia 1956−1961
(The New Language of Painting, Finnish Modernism 1956−61)

